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a b s t r a c t

Software changes during its lifetime. Likewise, softwaremodels change during their design
time, e.g. by removing, adding or changing operations and classes. This is referred to as
model evolution. In a refinement-based approach to software design, we moreover do
not deal with a single but with a chain of models (viz. formal specifications), related via
refinement. Changes thus need to be consistently made to all specifications in the chain so
as to keep the refinement structure.

In this paper, we develop co-evolutions of models in the context of the formal method
Object-Z. More specifically, given a particular evolution of a specification we show how
to construct a corresponding evolution for its refinements such that the refinement
relationship is kept. A chain of models can thus be systematically and consistently evolved,
while maintaining the given refinement structure.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Today, Model Driven Development (MDD) is advocated as a means for designing high-quality software. The MDD
approach puts models into the center of software design and proposes a stepwise development, from a platform-
independent over a platform-specific model to the final implementation. In a formal approach to MDD, such models
are written in a formal specification language, and the incrementally designed models are related by refinement [1,2] to
guarantee consistency of lower level with higher level specifications. This approach gives rise to a chain of specifications
with a refinement ordering.

While in use, software changes alongwith its specifications. Every time a fault is detected or the requirements of a system
change, models as well as software have to be modified. The ongoing continuous modification of software or specifications
is referred to as evolution [3]. This includes the correction of faults, the addition of new features, or the change of the
architectural structure.

The main challenge that evolution imposes on a formal MDD approach lies in the maintenance of the refinement
structure: how can we guarantee that an evolution of a higher level model is consistently reflected in lower levels, i.e.,
how can we co-evolve all specifications in the chain while keeping their refinement relationship? Fig. 1 graphically depicts
this question for a chain of just two models: given a specification A, its refinement C (these two forming our chain) and
A’s evolution into A′, can we construct (from the known refinement between A and C and the known way of evolution) a
specification C ′ out of C , such that C ′ is a refinement of A′?
Co-evolution maintaining some sort of consistency between models has so far mainly been looked at in the area
of UML models. Here, usually two sorts of consistency are distinguished: vertical consistency relates models at
different levels of abstraction whereas horizontal consistency treats different views (or diagrams) within one model.
The preservation of vertical consistency is for instance tackled in [4] and [5], horizontal consistency (there, deadlock-
freedom) is treated in [6]. Consistency between models and corresponding implementations has been investigated
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Fig. 1. Challenge: constructing co-evolutions.

in for instance [7,8]. According to this classification into vertical and horizontal consistency, our interest here is
in finding co-evolutions which preserve vertical consistency, i.e. refinement. We moreover aim at employing our
approach in a formal design with models written in a formal specification language, thus necessitating a precise
definition of consistency (which is given when fixing a notion of refinement) and a formal proof of preservation for
co-evolutions.

In the area of formal methods, an approach aiming at a similar task, however, with a different technique, has been
proposed in [9]. The assumption there is that the chain of refinements has been constructed using some rules of a refinement
calculus. Once the top level specification changes, the chain is tried to be rebuilt by applying the same rules in the same order
on the changed specification. In some cases, this necessitates manual adaptations of the constructed specifications. Similar
in spirit is the technique proposed in [10] which assumes evolutions to be retrenchments, and then calculates lower level
models, much in the sense of [11] which calculates refinements. Contrary to these two approaches, we aim at constructing
appropriate corresponding evolutions for the lower level models which, when applied, then – by construction – guarantee
preservation of refinement.

In this paper, we thus present a constructive solution to the evolution of refinement chains that allows for a co-evolution
of a specification and its refinements. As specification language we use the object-oriented state-based method Object-Z
[12]. This gives us the necessary formal background and immediately supplies us with a definition of refinement, which
is data refinement. The refinement chains will thus consist of Object-Z models related via data refinement. Given this
setting, we then systematically investigate different forms of change on single classes (e.g. new variables, new operations,
changes and removal of operations) yielding a complete set of evolutions. For every such evolution we give rules for
constructing the corresponding co-evolution on a refinement. We prove soundness of our constructions, i.e., show that
every such co-evolution preserves refinement. At the end, we also extend this approach to object-oriented designs involving
inheritance.

This paper is an extended version of [13] which includes a complete set of base evolutions, the soundness proofs for all
co-evolutions and a thorough treatment of inheritance.

2. Background

We start with introducing the running example of this paper and, alongside the example, the formal specification
technique Object-Z. Furthermore, we give some basic definitions used throughout the rest of the paper.

2.1. Object-Z

Object-Z [12] is a state-based specification formalism. It extends the formalmethod Z [14,15] used for describing data and
operations with object-oriented features like classes, objects and inheritance. The following example describes two classes
each of which specify a storage for goods. First of all we define a basic type for goods:

[Goods]

Below, we see the typical structure of a class specification in Object-Z: The class description consists of a visibility list
(fixing the interface of the class to the outside world), a state and an init schema and operation schemas, in this case
just one. A schema generally consists of a declaration and a predicate part. The state schema of a class A is referred to
as A.State and the init schema as A.Init . The state defines the variables of the class (given in the declaration part of
the schema), possibly together with some constraints on the allowed values of these variables (given in the predicate
part). The two classes given below use different kinds of variables for describing the storage, class A a set (variable
stored) and class C an injective sequence (a sequence without repetitions of elements), variable listed. Both have operation
store in their visibility list (the list following �). All values for the set and the sequence are initially possible as the
init schemas are empty (predicate true). Both classes furthermore have a method (or operation) store which possibly
changes the state variable (∆-list notation), has an input parameter g? (? denotes input, ! would be used for output
variables) and stores the value of g? if it is not already present in the storage. The latter two aspects are defined in the
predicate part of the operation schema. In the predicates the primed variables (e.g. listed′) refer to the values in the after
state.
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A
� (store)

stored : FGoods
Init
true

store
∆(stored)
g? : Goods

g? ∉ stored
stored′

= stored ∪ {g?}

C
� (store)

listed : iseqGoods
Init
true

store
∆(listed)
g? : Goods

g? ∉ ran listed
listed′

= ⟨g?⟩ a listed

Operations can be seen as relations. These are relating a before state and input variables to an after state and output variables.
Thus, for instance A.store is a relation between A.State, g? : Goods and A.State′. Here, A.State′ is the schema A.State with all
variables replaced by their primed versions.

Besides giving schemas in vertical form, they can also be given in the horizontal form [decls | preds]. For instance A.State
could be written as [stored : FGoods | true]. We assume the predicate part to be an enumeration of single predicates with
the meaning that the overall predicate is a conjunction of the single predicates. Furthermore, we make the assumption
in the following that all operation schemas are fully expanded, i.e. in particular no operation is defined in terms of other
operations.

In summary, an Object-Z class A consists of the following components: A = (A.State, A.Init, A.I, {A.Opj}j∈J). Here, J is
an index set for operations (we usually number operations, so store would be A.Op1) and I ⊆ J is the visibility list, i.e. the
(index) set of visible operations.We assume the visibility list to contain operations only, not variable names. Public access to
variables can be achieved by defining appropriate get and set operations and including these in the visibility list. This view
of an Object-Z class as an tuple is taken from [1] who use it to conceptually develop refinement conditions. Since refinement
is our main concern here, we follow this approach. Besides defining refinement below, we give no further semantics for
Object-Z here. Hence, we are only interested in the semantics of Object-Z classes as far as the ordering (and equivalence)
induced by refinement fixes it. As a consequence, this allows us to reformulate predicates inside schemas (up to equivalence)
to facilitate evolution, for instance by using normalisation.

For defining evolutions later,weneed certain information about variables, declarations andpredicates appearing in schemas.
The below given functions have partially been introduced by Smith [12] (therein called meta-functions) for defining the
Object-Z semantics.

• decls: gives the variable declarations of a schema (unprimed form),
• preds: gives the predicates of the schema,
• input: gives the set of input variables of an operation,
• output: gives the set of output variables of an operation,
• vars: gives the set of (non-input or output) variables appearing in primed or unprimed form in a schema (state or

operation or class).

As an example: decls(A.State) = {stored : FGoods}, vars(A.store) = {stored}, input(A.store) = {g?}, output(A.store) = ∅
and preds(A.Store) = {g? ∉ stored, stored′

= stored ∪ {g?}}. These definitions solely look at the syntax of operations. For
formalising refinement, we furthermore need preconditions of operations which – in Object-Z with its blocking semantics –
define when an operation is enabled (see [15]).
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Definition 1. For an operation Op on state State, with inputs Inps and outputs Outs, its precondition is defined by

pre Op = ∃ State′; Outs • Op.

The precondition of operation store in A is for instance pre A.store = [AState; g? : Goods | ∃ A.stored′
: FGoods • g? ∉

A.stored ∧ A.stored′
= A.stored ∪ {g?}] which is equivalent to [A.State; g? : Goods | g? ∉ A.stored]. Note that the

precondition is a predicate on A.State and can thus be given as a schema.

2.2. Refinement

The above given classes provide two ways of storing a number of goods, the first just abstractly describing the storage
as an unordered set, the second defining storage to take place in some linear order. Class C has refined class A. To see
this also formally, we first of all have to give a definition of refinement. As we are dealing with Object-Z specifications,
we use data refinement [1,2], which is usually proven by downward and upward simulations. Here we concentrate on
downward simulation1. It assumes that two Object-Z classes A and C are given, which both consist of a state schema,
an initialisation schema, an interface and some operation schemas: A = (A.State, A.Init, A.I, {A.Opj}j∈A.J) and C =

(C .State, C .Init, C .I, {C .Opj}j∈C .J).
The overall objective of refinement is to guarantee substitutability: the concrete class should be usablewherever an object

of the abstract class is expected. The term ‘‘usage’’ here refers to calling a particular operation with particular inputs. For
this, we first of all require that the same set of operations are visible in A and C (condition 1). The basic idea then is to show
substitutability by a stepwise simulation: all steps of the concrete system should correspond to steps of the abstract system.
To this end, concrete and abstract state are related by a retrieve relation (denoted R). Given a relation R between states of
concrete and abstract, the second condition below guarantees that every initial state of the concrete has a corresponding
initial abstract state. The third condition guarantees that concrete and abstract operations are either both applicable in
related states or both not, and condition 4 ensures compatible results of operation execution. The applicability condition
for Object-Z downward simulation differs from its counterpart in Z since Object-Z has a blocking semantics, i.e., operation
execution is blocked outside the precondition. The next definition again follows [1].

Definition 2. C is a downward simulation of A, A ⊑ds C , if there is a retrieve relation R between A.State and C .State such that
the following holds:

1. Visibility: A.I = C .I ,
2. Initialisation: ∀ C .State • C .Init ⇒ (∃ A.State • A.Init ∧ R),
3. Applicability: ∀ i ∈ C .I, ∀ A.State, C .State • R ⇒ (pre A.Opi ⇔ pre C .Opi),
4. Correctness: ∀ i ∈ C .I, ∀ A.State, C .State, C .State′

• R ∧ C .Opi ⇒ ∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opi.

In the correctness condition, we use State′ to refer to the after state of an operation, and thus use the retrieve relation R on
primed states (R′). Sometimeswe also use the terms downward simulation and refinement in the context of operations only.
In this case, this terminology refers to the applicability and correctness of a single operation, and iswritten as A.Op ⊑ds C .Op.
We furthermore write A ≡ds C to stand for A ⊑ds C ∧ C ⊑ds A. Note that ⊑ds is reflexive and transitive: A ⊑ds A (under a
retrieve relation which is the identity) and A ⊑ds B and B ⊑ds C implies A ⊑ds C (composition of retrieve relations). We say
that the retrieve relation R is functional from concrete to abstract if for every concrete state C .s : C .State there is exactly one
abstract state A.s : A.State such that (A.s, C .s) ∈ R. Note that – following the Z style – we synonymously write R as a schema,
a relation or a predicate.

To see that in our example C is a refinement of A we can take the retrieve relation

R
A.State
C .State

A.stored = ran C .listed

and show (amongst others) the correctness condition

∀ A.stored, C .listed, C .listed′
• A.stored = ran C .listed ∧ g? ∉ ran C .listed ∧ C .listed′

= ⟨g?⟩ a C .listed
⇒ ∃ A.stored′

• A.stored′
= ran C .listed′

∧ g? ∉ A.stored ∧ A.stored′
= A.stored ∪ {g?}

which is true.

1 All of our results given later hold in a similar way for upward simulations.
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In the followingwe look at evolutions of specification A and see whether we can find corresponding evolutions on C such
that the refinement relation is kept.

3. Evolution

Before dealing with co-evolutions we first of all look at evolutions only. An evolution of a program, a larger piece of
software or a specification is in its very basic meaning just a change of the program (or specification).

Definition 3. An evolution of a specification A is any change carried out on A thereby leading to a specification A′.

Evolutions are carried out to fix errors, extend the functionality of software as to meet new requirements or incorporate
new aspects in a formal specification or model. Evolutions operate on the syntactic level, changing the specification
text. In our setting, evolutions are defined to be functions which are applied to specifications possibly with a
number of parameters, i.e. given an evolution with name evo, parameters p1, . . . , pn and a class A, evo(A, p1, . . . , pn)
gives us the new specification A′. Evolutions for Object-Z classes might for instance add new variables to the state
schema, remove operations, or change predicates in schemas. Note that any combination of evolutions is an evolution
again.

A particular formof evolutions are refactorings [16]which are used to enhance the structure, readability ormaintainability
of programs. Refactorings can – like evolutions – be carried out on formal specifications as well (see [17,18] for refactorings
on Object-Z specifications). Refactorings enjoy the property of not changing the semantics of the refactored program or
specification.

Definition 4. Given a notion of equivalence ≡ on specifications, an evolution evo is a refactoring if, for every specification A
and parameters p1, . . . , pn, we have A ≡ evo(A, p1, . . . , pn).

As an example of a refactoring consider a refactoring removing unused variables. The parameter would be the name of the
variable. Alike evolutions, refactoring can have applicability conditions (like the variable not being used). The equivalence
chosen in the previous definition depends on the semantics of the language used for writing programs or specifications. In
our case, we use the equivalence induced by downward simulation2, i.e.≡ds. Refactorings in object-oriented languagesmost
often operate on the inheritance hierarchy of classes (e.g. moving operations to superclasses), but there are also a number
of simple refactorings on single classes (e.g. remove unused variable) which we will see here.

3.1. Base evolutions

In principle, evolutions can be arbitrary complex. They might change several parts of a class at the same time and even
in different ways, i.e. add some parts, change or remove others. Here, we start with a very simple type of evolution, just
changing one part and just in one way. By doing so (and by restricting ourselves for the moment to single classes) we can
build up a complete set of evolutions. Completeness means that every Object-Z class A can bymeans of these base evolutions
be transformed into every other class A′.

Definition 5. A family of evolution functions ⟨evok⟩k∈K is complete for a specification language if for every pair of
specifications A, A′ there is a sequence of evolutions evo1, . . . , evom and parameter lists p⃗1, . . . , p⃗m such that A′

=

evom(evom−1(. . . evo1(A, p⃗1) . . . , p⃗m−1), p⃗m).

Completeness is actually not difficult to achieve: basically, we only need evolutions which extend parts of the specification
or which remove parts. We start with a simple example of an evolution of the storage class A. Assume that we would like to
extend the init schema of Awith a predicate fixing the initial state to be an empty set. We can do so by applying an evolution
called initExt with parameter stored = ∅ to A. This gives us a new class specification A′ which coincides with A except for
the init schema which now is

Init
true
stored = ∅

The predicate true can also be removed. Formally, we write A′ = initExt(A, stored = ∅) for this evolution. In a similar
manner we can define evolutions (a) adding or removing parts in the state schema, (b) adding or removing parts in the
init schema, (c) adding or removing operation schemas, and (d) moving operations into and out of the visibility list. Table 1
gives the full set of base evolutions. The first column in the table shows the name of the evolution, the second its parameter,
the third the change on specification A achieved by applying the evolution (its definition), and the last column possible
application conditions for the evolution.

2 Similar results can be obtained for upward simulation or their combination.
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Table 1
Base evolutions for Object-Z classes: A source Object-Z class, A′ class obtained by evolution.

Name Parameter Definition Application condition

stateExt u : T A′.State = A.State ∧ [u : T ] u ∉ vars(A.State)
(var. decl.)

stateRem u : T A′.State = A.State \ [u : T ] [u : T ] ∈ decls(A.State)
(var. decl.) ∧ u ∉ vars(A.Init) ∧ ∀ j ∈ A.J : u ∉ vars(A.Opj)

initExt pred A′.Init = A.Init ∧ pred —
(predicate)

initRem pred A′.Init = A.Init \ {pred} pred ∈ preds(A.Init)
(predicate)

newOp NOp A′.I = A.I ∪ {n}, n = #A.I + 1
(op. schema) A′.J = A.J ∪ {n} —

A′.Opn = NOp

remOp l A′.I = A.I \ {l} l ∈ A.I
(op. index) A′.J = A.J \ {l}

hideOp l A′.I = A.I \ {l} l ∈ A.I
(op. index)

makeOpVis l A′.I = A.I ∪ {l} l ∈ A.J
(op. index)

Let us have a closer look at the table. Line 1 defines an evolution which lets us extend the state schema with a new
variable. The parameter for this evolution is thus a name and a type of the new variable, hence a declaration. The definition
lists the parts of A′ which are different from those in A, in this case the state schema to which the new declaration is added.
Though using a Z schema operator here (conjunction), we simply mean syntactically adding a variable declaration. Finally,
the application conditions describes under what circumstances this evolution can be applied. Here, the new variable can
only be added if it is not already in the set of variables declared by A.State.

The other lines in the table are written in a similar style. The notation \ is therein used for removing declarations
or predicates from schemas. For the latter we assume (as already said in the last section) that the predicate part of a
schema is a set of conjunctively conjoined predicates from which we can simply remove one. Note that for instance
the evolution stateRem is a refactoring: it removes a variable which is never used and thus will not affect a refinement
relationship.

Here and in the following we assume Object-Z classes to be normalised. Such a normalisation ensures that a class
has a definite form. Every class can be transformed to an equivalent normalised one [15]. Normalisation in Z makes all
predicates of schemas hidden by abbreviations explicit. In particular, we assume the state schema of a class to not contain
a predicate part (a class invariant), and instead have class invariants explicit in the init schema and all operations schemas.
Therefore, we only need an evolution extending the declaration part of the state schema and none for the predicate
part. We also assume all operation schemas to be fully expanded, i.e. none to be of the form Op = Op1 ∧ Op2 or
similar.
The set of evolutions in Table 1 can easily seen to be complete: given a class A, we can transform it into any other class A′3

by first removing all parts of the class (evolutions stateRem, initRem, remOp) and then successively add all ingredients of A′

(evolutions stateExt , initExt , newOp and hideOp). The application conditions of the evolutions only force us to execute remOp
and initRem before finally removing the state variables.

Proposition 1. The family of evolutions given in Table 1 is complete for the single class specification part of Object-Z.

3.2. Complex evolutions

The evolutions we have seen so far are good for showing completeness, however, are only of limited use in practice.
To see this, consider again the storage class A. We might want to add a state variable keeping the number of free
slots in the storage. This can be done with evolution stateExt using parameter [free : N]. However, if we now like to
adapt operation store as to take this new information into account, we find no appropriate evolution for it. The only
option is to completely remove operation store and afterward add a new operation store which contains the additional
functionality.

3 Renaming of a class is not considered.
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Table 2
Complex evolutions for Object-Z classes: A source Object-Z class, A′ class obtained by evolution.

Name Parameter Definition Application condition

stateExt2 u1 : T1, . . . , un : Tn A′.State = A.State ∧ [u1 : T1, . . . , un : Tn] u1, . . . , un ∉ vars(A.State)
(var. decls.)

classConj B A′.State = A.State ∧ B.State
(class) A′.Init = A.Init ∧ B.Init

A′.Opj = A.Opj ∧ B.Opj, j ∈ A.J ∩ B.J —
A′.Opj = A.Opj, J ∈ A.J \ B.J
A′.Opj = B.Opj, j ∈ B.J \ A.J
A′.I = A.I ∪ B.I

opExt l, pred A′.Opl = A.Opl ∧ pred —
(op. index, pred.)

opConj l, k A′.I = A.I ∪ {n}, n = #A.I + 1 l, k ∈ A.I
(op. indices) A′.Opn = A.Opl ∧ A.Opk

opChc l, k A′.I = A.I ∪ {n}, n = #A.I + 1 l, k ∈ A.I
(op. indices) A′.Opn = A.Opl[]A.Opk

ref p⃗ A′ = ref (A, p⃗) depends on refactoring
(some parameters)

To avoid having to do lots of cumbersome base evolutions, we introduce more complex evolutions here. The complex
evolution needed for the example is one where several parts of the class are changed at the same time (here, state,
operation and possibly also init schema). The change can be described by conjunctively adding the following class B
onto A.

B
� (store)

free : N
Init
free = 1000

store
∆(free)

free > 0
free′

= free − 1

The evolved class A′ is thus A∧ B, or in terms of the complex evolutions given in Table 2, A′
= classConj(A, B). The evolution

class conjunction is similar to the way Groves has defined a program conjunction operator on guarded command programs
[19].

Table 2 is structured in the sameway as the last table: we have names, parameters, definitions and application conditions
for evolutions. The first evolution stateExt2 is simply an extension of base evolution stateExt , now allowing to add several
variables at a time. The second evolution classConj is the one of the above example, joining two class definitions. For the
definitionwemakeno assumptions on the two classes, they are allowed to share variables. For defining co-evolutionswewill
then, however, need tomake restrictions. The third evolution opExt is the analog of initExt , adding a predicate to an operation
schema. The next two evolutions describe the frequently occurring case that a new operation is defined as a combination
of existing operations, here using conjunction or choice. A number of other operators on operation schemas are possible in
Object-Z (e.g. parallel composition). Since these are defined in terms of conjunction, we do not list them here. Finally, the
last evolution gives a common name to all refactorings on single classes. Refactorings take different forms of parameters
and have different application conditions, hence these are left open here (see [17]). When defining co-evolutions we can
uniformly treat all refactorings, therefore they are listed here.

To see one more complex evolution at work, we first of all extend class A with two more operations, using evolution
newOp. The operations output the amount of stored goods and the number of free slots, both do not change the state of the
class.

howManyStored
amountStored! : N

amountStored! = #stored

howManyFree
amountFree! : N

amountFree! = free
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Wecannowextend the classwith a newoperation outputting both values, by applying the evolution opConjwith parameters
howManyStored, howManyFree. Finally hiding the two output operations with single values using evolution hideOp twice,
gives us the following new class A′ at the end.

A′

� (store, howMany)

stored : FGoods
free : N

Init
stored = ∅
free = 1000

store
∆(stored, free)
g? : Goods

g? ∉ stored
free > 0
stored′

= stored ∪ {g?}
free′

= free − 1

howMany
amountStored! : N
amountFree! : N

amountStored! = #stored
amountFree! = free

howManyStored
amountStored! : N

amountStored! = #stored

howManyFree
amountFree! : N

amountFree! = free

This ends the evolution of class A. Next, we will be interested in developing corresponding evolutions for class C .

4. Co-evolution

The purpose of evolution is to change a specification A as to incorporate new functionality or correct errors. The purpose
of co-evolution is to evolve two (or more) specifications at the same time such that a previously established relationship
between these specifications is kept. This can – and in our case will – for instance be a refinement relationship established
by a development step during model driven design.

Definition 6. A co-evolution for a relation ⊑ between specifications is a pair of evolutions ⟨(evo, p⃗), (evo′, p⃗′)⟩ such that for
all specifications A, C with A ⊑ C and (evo, p⃗) applicable to A, (evo′, p⃗′) applicable to C , we have evo(A, p⃗) ⊑ evo′(C, p⃗′).

In our setting, the relation is the refinement ordering ⊑ds. We are interested in constructing co-evolutions top-down, i.e.
given an evolution on an abstract specification we wish to construct a second evolution on a refined specification. We
therefore sometimes also call this second evolution the co-evolution of the first one.

It is easy to see that the pair ⟨(evo, p⃗), (evo, p⃗)⟩ is not always a co-evolution: we often cannot apply an evolutionwith the
same parameters to two different specifications which in particular might have different state variables. This is for instance
the case for the first evolution of class A that we presented in the previous section. This evolution extended class A’s init
schemawith a predicate stored = ∅ which, however, cannot be added to C ’s init schema since C has no variable stored. Still,
in a number of cases we can at least apply the same type of evolution, albeit with different parameters.
The simplest case of constructing co-evolutions occurs when one evolution is a refactoring. In this case, the other evolution
can be empty, i.e. not change the specification at all. We denote this empty refactoring by id (no parameters).

Proposition 2. Let ref be a refactoring and p⃗ appropriate parameters. Then both ⟨(ref , p⃗), id⟩ and ⟨id, (ref , p⃗)⟩ are co-evolutions.

Proof. Follows from the fact that A ≡ds ref (A, p⃗) and C = id(C) which together with A ⊑ds C implies ref (A, p⃗) ⊑ds id(C). ✷

We have already seen that evolution stateRem is a refactoring, thus the pair ⟨(stateRem, p⃗), id⟩ is a co-evolution for every
vector of parameters p⃗.

The second simplest kind of co-evolutions are those where indeed both evolutions are the same. An example for this is
stateExt: if stateExt with parameter u : T is applicable to both specifications, i.e. u neither appears in A’s nor in C ’s variables,
then we can safely couple them in a co-evolution. .

Proposition 3. Let u : T be a variable declaration. Then ⟨(stateExt, u : T ), (stateExt, u : T )⟩ is a co-evolution.

Proof. Let A, C be class specifications such that A ⊑ds C , and let R be the retrieve relation proving downward simulation.
Then R ∧ [A.u : T ; C .u : T | A.u = C .u] is a retrieve relation proving statExt(A, u : T ) ⊑ds stateExt(C, u : T ). In fact, we
could even use the same retrieve relation as the new variable so far does not affect initialisation or operations. ✷
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Fig. 2. A non-functional retrieve relation for which calculation of init extension fails.

When evolving our example class A by stateExt with parameter free : N , we could hence safely co-evolve C in exactly the
same way giving us the following changed state schema of C .

listed : iseqGoods
free : N

For a number of evolutions, the co-evolution is exactly the same, like here for evolution stateExt . This applies for instance
also to evolutions remOp and hideOp. A special case is initRem. When we apply initRem to a class A, then we weaken the
initialisation predicate. This does not affect proving a downward simulation to a class C , hence C remains to be a refinement
of initRem(A, . . .). A corresponding co-evolution is thus id. Note that the reverse is not true: ⟨id, (initRem, . . .)⟩ is in general
not a co-evolution.

Next, we have certain evolutions for which the co-evolutions cannot be generally determined but depend on the
specifications at hand. An example for this is the introduction of the initialisation predicate stored = ∅ in A. We cannot
add the same predicate to C ’s init schema, however, we can calculate a corresponding predicate for C . We thus construct a
co-evolution specific to A and C .

Definition 7. Let A, C be class specifications. A pair of evolutions ⟨(evo, p⃗), (evo′, p⃗′)⟩ is an A-C-co-evolution if A ⊑ds C
implies evo(A, p⃗) ⊑ds evo′(C, p⃗′).

Note that all co-evolutions are A-C-co-evolutions, for every pair of specifications A and C . The calculation of the new init
predicate follows a technique for calculating refinements proposed in [11]. Assume that a specification A’s init schema is
extended by a predicate pred (application of evolution initExt with pred). The following calculation can be applied when the
retrieve relation R relating the specifications A and C is functional. If this is the case, then the new init predicate pred′ for C
is defined as

pred′ = ∃ A.State • pred ∧ R.

In our example, we thus get

pred′
= ∃ A.stored • A.stored = ∅ ∧ A.stored = ran C .listed
⇔ C .listed = ⟨ ⟩.

The co-evolution for C would thus be initExt with predicate listed = ⟨ ⟩. When the retrieve relation R is not functional,
this technique does not work in general. To see this, consider the diagram in Fig. 2. The dots in the top of the figure
depict different states of class A, the bottom ones of class C . The dashed rectangles contain states for which A.Init and
C .Init , respectively, are true. The lines represent the retrieve relation, which is not functional from concrete to abstract.
Remember that the initialisation condition of downward simulation requires every concrete initial state to be related via R
to an abstract initial state. When we now conjunctively add the predicate pred to the init schema of A, no A-state satisfies
A′.Init anymore. However, if wewould add to C .Init a predicate describing the states related to pred (i.e., ∃ A.State • pred∧R),
we would still have (the same) initial states in C and thus the initialisation condition fails to hold. Hence, no systematic
way of calculating a co-evolution initExt on C is possible in this case. If however R is functional, the above calculation is
usable.

Proposition 4. Let A, C be class specifications such that A ⊑ds C is proven by a functional retrieve relation R. Let pred be a
predicate on A.State. Then ⟨(initExt, pred), (initExt, pred′)⟩ with

pred′ = ∃ A.State • pred ∧ R

is an A-C-co-evolution.
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Proof. Weneed to show that forA′ defined as initExt(A, pred) and C ′
= initExt(C, pred′)wegetA′

⊑ds C ′. Since the evolution
only changes the initialisation, we just have to show the initialisation condition.

C ′.Init
⇔ { definition C ′

= initExt(C, pred′) }

C .Init ∧ (∃ A.State • pred ∧ R)
⇒ { initialisation condition for A ⊑ds C }

(∃ A.State • A.Init ∧ R) ∧ (∃ A.State • pred ∧ R)
⇒ { R functional }

(∃ A.State • A.Init ∧ pred)
⇔ { definition A′

= initExt(A, pred) }

(∃ A′.State • A′.Init) ✷

A similar calculation is used for deriving a co-evolution for evolution newOp. Again, this requires the retrieve relation to be
functional and in addition to be total on A.State.

Proposition 5. Let A, C be class specifications such that A ⊑ds C is proven by a functional retrieve relation R which is total on
A.State. Let NOp be an operation on A.State ∧ A.State′. Then ⟨(newOp,NOp), (newOp,NOp′)⟩ with

NOp′ = ∃ A.State; A.State′
• (R ∧ NOp ∧ R′)

is an A-C-co-evolution.

Proof. See the Appendix.

Next, we take a look at evolution classConjwhich we have noted to be particularly useful. Class conjunction potentially adds
new variables, new initialisation predicates and new operations, and might extend existing operations with new predicates
or input and output variables. Since this is a complex evolution, it can be divided into base evolutions for which we could
then construct co-evolutions. Assuming a simple side condition, we can however also have ⟨(classConj, B), (classConj, B)⟩ as
a co-evolution. The side condition concerns the variables in A and C: if neither of these appear in class B, we can simply add
B to both classes.

Proposition 6. Let A, C, B be class specifications such that vars(A.State)∩vars(B.State) = ∅, vars(C .State)∩vars(B.State) =

∅ and B.Init satisfiable. Then ⟨(classConj, B), (classConj, B)⟩ is an A-C-co-evolution.

Proof. Assume A ⊑ds C and RAC be the retrieve relation showing this. The new retrieve relation for showing
classConj(A, B) ⊑ds classConj(C, B) is then

RA′C ′ = RAC ∧ idB.State

It is easy to see that this a valid retrieve relation. We give the proof of the initialisation condition here.

classConj(C, B).Init
⇔ { definition of evolution class conjunction }

C .Init ∧ B.Init
⇒ { A ⊑ds C }

∃ A.State • A.Init ∧ RAC ∧ B.Init
⇔ { B.Init satisfiable }

∃ A.State • A.Init ∧ RAC ∧ ∃ B.State • B.Init ∧ idB.State
⇔ { variables sets disjoint }

∃ A.State, B.State • A.Init ∧ RAC ∧ B.Init ∧ idB.State
⇔ { definition RA′C ′ , evolution }

∃ classConj(A, B).State • classConj(A, B).Init ∧ RA′C ′ ✷

Given this result, we can easily co-evolve our class specification C like we evolved A in Section 3.2. We conjunctively add
class B and get the following.
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C ′

� (store)

listed : iseqGoods
free : N

Init
listed = ⟨ ⟩

free = 1000

store
∆(listed, free)
g? : Goods

g? ∉ ran listed
free > 0
listed′

= ⟨g?⟩ a listed
free′

= free − 1

Finally, we are left with dealing with evolutions which construct new operations out of existing ones. The example we had
in the previous section constructed a new operation as the conjunction of two existing ones, i.e.

A.Opn = A.Opl ∧ A.Opk

It seems straightforward to say that – since A.Opl ⊑ds C .Opl and A.Opk ⊑ds C .Opk – the co-evolution should do exactly the
same, i.e. define C .Opn to be C .Opl ∧ C .Opk. However, refinement in Object-Z is not compositional in general [20]. As an
example consider the following two specifications.

D

n : N

foo
∆(n)

n′
∈ {1, 2}

bar
∆(n)

n′
∈ {1, 2}

E

n : N

foo
∆(n)

n′
= 1

bar
∆(n)

n′
= 2

E is a refinement of D as the operations in E are more deterministic than those in D while keeping enabledness. We have
D.foo ⊑ds E.foo and D.bar ⊑ds E.bar . Still, we do not get D.foo∧D.bar ⊑ds E.foo∧ E.bar as the conjunctions on the concrete
level give us an operation which is never enabled (as there is no after state which can make n = 1 ∧ n = 2 become true).
Hence this kind of construction of the co-evolution is only possible in restricted cases. The condition here is similar to the
last one: we need to have these two operations operate on different parts of the class’ state variables, and also the retrieve
relation between classes to respect this separation.

Definition 8. Let A and C be Object-Z classes such that A ⊑ds C via the retrieve relation R. Classes A and C and the refinement
are said to be separable with respect to variable sets A.V1, A.V2 and C .V1, C .V2, A.V1 ∩ A.V2 = ∅, C .V1 ∩ C .V2 = ∅, if

• X .State can be split into X .State1, X .State2, i.e. X .State = X .State1 ∧ X .State2, X ∈ {A, C}, such that vars(X .Statei) ⊆ X .Vi,
i = 1, 2, and

• R can be split into R1, R2, i.e. R = R1 ∧ R2, such that vars(Ri) ⊆ A.Vi ∪ C .Vi, i = 1, 2.

A separable refinement effectively consists of two completely disjoint parts. Though separability seems to be overly
restrictive, it in fact holds quite often, namely for instance always after having executed the co-evolution classConj on classes.
The classes A′, C ′ obtained after co-evolution classConj on classes A and C with class B as parameter are separable (into
variable sets from A and C , and those from B). For separable refinements we can allow for operation conjunction if the
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Table 3
Co-evolutions on classes A, C .

Evolution, parameter Co-evolution, parameter Remark

stateExt, u : T stateExt, u : T

stateRem, u : T id, – stateRem is refactoring

initExt, pred initExt, pred′ calculation of pred′ if R functional

initRem, pred id, –

newOp, NOp newOp, NOp′ calculation of NOp′ if R functional and total

remOp, l remOp, l

hideOp, l hideOp, l

makeOpVis, l ? option: newOp calculation with schema of A.Opl

stateExt2, u1 : T1, . . . , un : T : n stateExt2, u1 : T1, . . . , un : T : n

class Conj, B classConj, B if vars(B.State) ∩ vars(A.State) = ∅
∧ vars(B.State) ∩ vars(C .State) = ∅
∧B.Init satisfiable

opExt, l, pred ? option: re-build C .Opl

opConj, l, k opConj, l, k if separability holds

opChc, l, k opChc, l, k

operations operate on these distinct parts of the classes. We need to show that the classes and the refinement are separable
with respect to some variable sets A.V1, A.V2 and C .V1, C .V2, and that for these sets and the operations Opl and Opk, which
we intend to conjunctively combine, the following holds:

vars(A.Opl) ⊆ A.V1 ∧ vars(A.Opk) ⊆ A.V2

vars(C .Opl) ⊆ C .V1 ∧ vars(C .Opk) ⊆ C .V2.

With this condition in place we get a co-evolution.

Theorem 1. Let A, C be classes such that A ⊑ds C, and let R be a retrieve relation separable with respect to variable sets
A.V1, A.V2, C .V1, C .V2. Let l, k be operation indices such that vars(A.Opl) ⊆ A.V1, vars(A.Opk) ⊆ A.V2, vars(C .Opl) ⊆ C .V1 and
vars(C .Opk) ⊆ C .V2.
Then ⟨(opConj, l, k), (opConj, l, k)⟩ is an A-C-co-evolution.

Proof. See the Appendix.

Similarly, we had an evolution constructing a new operation as the choice of two others. In this case, we do not need a
side condition for the co-evolution. Choice in Object-Z is defined via disjunction of schemas, and disjunction for instance
distributes over precondition computation:

pre(Opl[]Opk) = preOpl ∨ preOpk

As a consequence, we can apply the same evolution to both classes.

Proposition 7. The pair ⟨(opChc, l, k), (opChc, l, k)⟩ is a co-evolution.

Proof. See the Appendix.

This completes the treatment of co-evolutions. Table 3 summarises all co-evolutions. We can see two question marks in the
table, one for evolutionmakeOpVis andone for opExt . For these twowe cannot easily give awayof constructing co-evolutions.
The second one is a complex evolution and thus could possibly be divided into base steps for which co-evolutions can be
constructed. The first one, however, is a base step. Evolution makeOpVis pulls an operation into the visibility list of a class.
As this was invisible before, no corresponding operation has to exist in a refining class. If this is the case, the best option is
to newly construct a corresponding operation for the refining class, for instance using the construction for evolution newOp.

5. Inheritance

So far, we have considered single classes only. Since we have an object-oriented specification formalism here, classes can
also be constructed from existing classes using inheritance. We start with a simple example.
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Buffer
� (put)

buf : seqN

put
∆(buf )
el? : N

buf ′
= buf a

⟨el?⟩

This class describes a buffer of infinite capacitywith an operation put . The following subclass uses this specification to define
a bounded buffer.

BoundedBuffer
� (put)
Buffer

limit : N
Init
limit = 1000

put

#buf < limit

This class fixes a limit for the size of the buffer and strengthens the precondition of put as to not exceed this limit. The word
Buffer in the second line of this class tells us that Buffer is a superclass of BoundedBuffer . Inheritance in Object-Z acts like
conjunction: state, init and operation schemas are conjunctively combined. The only partwhich is not inherited to subclasses
is the visibility list. Therefore, we had to repeat � (put) in BoundedBuffer , otherwise put would be invisible in the subclass.

More formally, the description of Object-Z classes now needs to be extended with the set of superclasses, i.e. a class
description is now of the form A = (A.Super, A.State, A.Init, A.I, (A.Opj)j∈A.J) where A.Super is a set of names of classes.
Given two classes A1 = (∅, A1.State, A1.Init, A1.I , (A1.Opj)j∈A1.J) and A2 = ({A1}, A2.State, A2.Init, A2.I, (A2.Opj)j∈A2.J) the
semantics of A2 (as abstract data type) is the class A2 defined as

A2.State = A2.State ∧ A1.State
A2.Init = A2.Init ∧ A1.Init

A2.I = A2.I
A2.J = A2.J ∪ A1.J

where the operations are defined as in the single classes, or – if they appear in both classes – as the conjunction of the
definitions:

A2.Opj =

A2.Opj ∧ A1.Opj if j ∈ A2.J ∩ A1.J
A2.Opj if j ∈ A2.J \ A1.J
A1.Opj if j ∈ A1.J \ A2.J.

Note that we restrict ourselves to single inheritance here, i.e. a class can at most have one superclass. In the following we
call A1 the superclass, A2 the subclass and A2 the extension. We write A1 ✁ A2 to say that A2 is a direct subclass of A1, and
A2 = A2 ∝ A1 to say that A2 is obtained by inheriting from A1 in A2. In general, inheritancemight give rise to chains of classes
related by a subclass-relationship.

Definition 9. A sequence of classes A = ⟨A1, . . . , An⟩ is an inheritance chain if Ai ✁ Ai+1, 1 ≤ i < n.

5.1. Evolutions

The first issue when applying evolutions on classes which possibly have subclasses is the question of applicability.
Evolutions can have application conditions and these might need to be checked for subclasses as well. As an example
take evolution stateExt: if we would want to apply this to class Buffer using limit : N as parameter, we see that the
application condition (limit ∉ vars(Buffer.State)) is fulfilled, however, the new variable is colliding with the existing one
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Table 4
Applicability checks on subclasses.

Evolution Check applicability on subclasses?

stateExt Yes

stateRem Yes

initExt No

initRem No

newOp No

remOp No

hideOp No

makeOpVis No

in BoundedBuffer . It is unclear whether the new variable limit in Buffer serves the same purpose as the already existing
one in BoundedBuffer , thus this evolution should not be applicable. As a remark: if we indeed have the same purpose in
mind, we could alternatively apply a refactoring. The refactoring called Pull Up Variable moves a variable from a subclass
into a superclass and could be applied to the inheritance structure. For the evolution stateExt the consequence is that the
application condition need not only be checked for the class itself but for all of its subclasses as well.

On the other hand, we have a number of evolutions for which the applicability condition need not be checked for
subclasses. This is for instance the case for evolution hideOp (moving an operation out of the visibility list). Since visibility
lists are not inherited this evolution has no effect at all on subclasses. Table 4 states for which base evolutions application
conditions need to be checked on subclasses.

5.2. Co-evolutions

In the presence of inheritance co-evolutions are a little more complicated. Instead of only dealing with preservation of
refinement relationships between single classes, we might also need to consider refinement among their subclasses. In the
following we will study the application of co-evolutions in the following setting: We are given classes A1 and C1 such that
A1 ⊑ds C1 and – as usual – we wish to evolve A1. However, nowwe also have subclasses A2 and C2 of A1 and C1, respectively,
around. They are also in a refinement relationship (see diagram).

A1 ⊑ds C1
△ △
A2 ⊑ds C2

Hence we are faced with the problem of not only finding a co-evolution keeping the A1 ⊑ds C1 relation, but also keeping
A2 ⊑ds C2. As an evolution of A1 and the co-evolution of C1 changes A2 and C2 as well, this is not straightforward to achieve.
We start with a formal definition.

Definition 10. Let A and C be inheritance chains. Then C is a downward simulation (or refinement) of A (A ⊑ds C) if

1. #A = #C, and
2. ∀ j, 1 ≤ j ≤ #A, Aj ⊑ds Cj.

The simulation is incremental if the sequence of retrieve relations proving Aj ⊑ds Cj can be incrementally constructed:
∀ j, 1 ≤ j ≤ #A, ∃Rj s.t. Rj+1 = Rj ∧Rj and vars(Rj) ∩ vars(Rj) = ∅.

Simulations between inheritance chains are incremental if the retrieve relation between the superclasses is kept and just
augmented with a new relation for the additional variables in the subclasses. Co-evolutions should now keep simulation
relations between inheritance chains.

Definition 11. A co-evolution ⟨(evo, p⃗), (evo′, p⃗′)⟩ preserves a downward simulation between inheritance chains A and C (or
is chain-simulation preserving) if

A ⊑ds C ⇒ A′
⊑ds C ′

where
A′

= ⟨A′

1, . . . , A
′
n⟩ is defined by A′

1 = evo(A1, p⃗) and A′

i = Ai ∝ A′

i−1, 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and
C ′

= ⟨C ′

1, . . . , C
′
n⟩ is defined by C ′

1 = evo(C1, p⃗) and C ′

i = Ci ∝ C ′

i−1, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.
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In the following we will study this question for inheritance chains of size 2. We will have another look at all base evolutions
and see whether they can be made to be chain-simulation preserving. The first evolution to look at is again the refactoring.
Here, we analogously expect a simple result, however, the surprise is that refactorings in general are not chain-simulation
preserving. The following example, adapted from [1], shows this.

Count
� (val, incr)

x : Z
Init
x = 0

val
x! : Z

x! = x

incr
∆(x)
x? : N

x′
= x + x?

Count ′
� (val, incr)

x : Z
Init
x = −1

val
x! : Z

x! = x + 1

incr
∆(x)
x? : N

x′
= x + x?

Classes Count and Count ′ represent counters, one starting at value 0 and one at −1. Since operation val in Count ′ always
add 1 to its state variable x, this difference is however not visible; the classes are equal. The retrieve relation showing
Count ≡ds Count ′ is the following.

R
Count.State
Count ′.State

Count.x = Count ′.x + 1

Thus the change from Count to Count ′ is a refactoring. The co-evolution for a refactoring is always the identity. Hence, for
a co-evolution ⟨ref , id⟩ to be chain-simulation preserving, a refactoring on a superclass must keep subclasses equivalent.
However, this is not true. The following shows two classes, one with Count and the other with Count ′ as superclass.

CountUser
� (Val)
Count

Val
x! : Z

x! = x

CountUser ′

� (Val)
Count ′

Val
x! : Z

x! = x

The classes are not equivalent (w.r.t. ≡ds) since operation Val makes the difference between the superclasses visible.
Inheritance breaks the object encapsulation. Hence refactorings in general do not preserve chain-simulations.

The next evolution to look at is stateExt . This co-evolution is only applicable with parameter u : T if u is neither in A1, C1
nor in A2, C2 (class names as in above given diagram). In this case it can also safely be applied to simulation chains.

Proposition 8. The co-evolution ⟨(stateExt, u : T ), (stateExt, u : T )⟩ is chain-simulation preserving.

Proof. Application of stateExt on A1 (and C1) has the same effect on A2 (and C2) as the direct application of the co-evolution
on A2 and C2. Since this is a valid co-evolution for single classes, it also is for inheritance chains. ✷

The next base evolution is initExt . For single classes, this required the retrieve relation to be functional. Besides needing
two functional retrieve relations here (R1 for showing A1 ⊑ds C1 and R2 for A2 ⊑ds C2) we also need the simulation to be
incremental. This is the case because we need to lift the R1-relation to R2.

Proposition 9. Let A ⊑ds C be proven by a sequence of incremental, functional retrieve relations. Then the co-evolution
⟨(initExt, pred), (initExt, pred′)⟩ with

pred′ = ∃ A1.State • pred ∧ R1

preserves refinement.

Proof. We show the initialisation condition to hold.

C ′

2.Init
⇔ { definition C ′

2 }

C2.Init ∧ C1.Init ∧ ∃ A1.State • pred ∧ R1
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⇔ { definition C2 }

C2.Init ∧ ∃ A1.State • pred ∧ R1

⇒ { A2 ⊑ds C2 }

∃ A2.State • A2.Init ∧ R2 ∧ ∃ A1.State • pred ∧ R1

⇒ { R1 functional, simulation incremental }
∃ A2.State • A2.Init ∧ R2 ∧ ∃ A2.State • pred ∧ R2

⇒ { R2 functional }
∃ A2.State • A2.Init ∧ R2 ∧ pred

⇒ { definition A′

2 }

∃ A′

2.State • A′

2.Init ∧ R2 ✷

The other evolution requiring an explicit construction of corresponding parts was evolution newOp. For inheritance there is
however no need to show that the newly constructed operation obeys the simulation rules in the subclasses as well: since
the visibility list (into which the new operation is put in the superclasses) is not inherited, the new operation is present
though, but invisible, i.e. need not be considered for showing downward simulations.

Proposition 10. The co-evolution ⟨(newOp,NOp), (newOp,NOp′)⟩ is chain-simulation preserving.

Proof. Nothing to be proven due to visibility lists not being inherited. ✷

Similarly, the two co-evolutions constructing new operations out of existing ones, opConj and opChc , are trivially valid for
inheritance chains as they do not change the visibility list of subclasses.
Finally, we investigate chain-simulation preservation for the complex evolution classConj. The evolution has the side
condition that the added class B has no variables in commonwith A and C , which are to be co-evolved. If we lift this condition
to the subclasses as well, we get a valid co-evolution for inheritance chains.

Proposition 11. Let A1, C1, A2, C2 be classes such that A1 ⊑ds C1, A2 ⊑ds C2 and A2 = A2 ∝ A1, C2 = C2 ∝ C1. Furthermore let
B be an Object-Z class such that vars(Ai) ∩ vars(B) = ∅ and vars(Ci) ∩ vars(B) = ∅, i = 1, 2.
Then for A′

2 = A2 ∝ classConj(A1, B) and C ′

2 = C2 ∝ classConj(C1, B) we have A′

2 ⊑ds C ′

2.

Proof. Note that the operations in B.I are not in the visibility list of A′

2 and C ′

2. It is easy to see that the changes on the
subclasses can entirely be described by evolutions:

A′

2 = hideOp(hideOp(. . . (classConj(A2, B), B.Op1) . . . , B.Opn)
C ′

2 = hideOp(hideOp(. . . (classConj(C2, B), B.Op1) . . . , B.Opn)

where n = #B.I . Class conjunction is applied to the subclasses as well, and then all operations in the visibility list of B are
hidden as they are not inherited. Since, when coupled, these are all co-evolutions, C ′

2 is still a downward simulation of A′

2. ✷

5.2.0.1. Multiple inheritance.. In contrast to some programming languages, Object-Z allows for multiple inheritance, i.e., a
class having more than one superclass. In this case, it is less obvious what setting we can assume to be given. For single
inheritance, we assumed to have inheritance chains. For multiple inheritance, the classes related by refinement might
have different numbers of superclasses and these might be in different relationships, some just the same, some related
by refinement, others not related at all. All these variants would need to be enumerated together with their options for
co-evolution. As this seems to be a rather unsystematic undertaking, we refrain from doing so here.

However, by normalisation (integrating superclass definitions into subclasses), we could bring specifications using
multiple inheritance into the form for single inheritance. We could even bring it into a form without inheritance, thus
making it applicable for co-evolutions on single classes. As this approach destroys all of the structure in a specification,
this is of course not the desired procedure but just demonstrates the principal applicability of our approach.

6. Conclusion and related work

In this paper, we have studied co-evolution for Object-Z specifications. We have presented a complete set of base
evolutions for single classes, and a number of practically useful more complex evolutions. For all of these evolutions we
have investigated possibilities of constructing co-evolutions, which, when applied to a class and its refinement, maintain
the refinement relationship. The result is that for some evolutions it is directly possible to construct co-evolutions, for some
only conditionally and for others not at all, at least not in a systematic way. In the latter case, the possibility of manually
determining a change for a refining class is still there, however, here we were aiming at a general solution. The evolution on
single classes has then been extended to object-oriented designs involving inheritance relationships between classes. Again,
evolutions and co-evolutions have been studied, and we have seen that there a number of co-evolutions on single classes
which can directly be used on inheritance chains, but also types of evolutions for which no general way of constructing
co-evolutions exist.
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Related work. We divide this section into two parts: evolutions for formal methods and, more importantly, co-evolution.
There are a number of proposals for lifting the strict correspondence between specifications imposed by refinement.

These can be seen as a specific type of evolution. One example of this is behavioral subtyping [21–23]. Behavioral subtyping
requires the evolved specification to retain a certain kind of consistency with the original specification, so as to allow for
substitutability of new for old specification. Hence not all evolutions can be classified as being behavioral subtypes.

Another type of evolution derived from refinement is retrenchment [24,25]. Retrenchment weakens refinement in a
controlled way. Retrenchment does not automatically guarantee preservation of refinement but – as already discussed in
the introduction – can be used to construct co-evolutions for Z.
Co-evolution can address different layers of models or specifications, e.g. in UML different diagrams can be evolved together
such that they are still consistent after the co-evolution of these diagrams. Engels et. al [6] analyze co-evolutions on UML
class and state diagrams. Kosiuczenko [26] evolves UML class diagrams together with contracts given in OCL and lays a
special focus on refactorings. Other works on UML [4,5] focus mainly on consistency after a change and do not give a set of
rules which can be used to express consistency preserving transformations.

Giese and Wagner [27] reinstall consistency between diagrams after the diagrams have been evolved separately. They
use triple graph grammars to find the inconsistencies and a rule based approach to correct the found inconsistencies using
an incremental procedure. Other approaches to reinstall the consistency are described amongst others in [28,29].

The co-evolution of an agent-oriented conceptual model (i⋆) and its representation in Z is described in [30]. In this work,
they establish a mapping between i⋆ and Z which is then used to analyze the impact of a change in the i⋆ model. With this
information the modeler can then change the Z specification. Evolution of Z specifications is also treated in [31], however,
not treating co-evolutions and refinement but aiming at preservation of properties specified in temporal logic.

A special case of evolution is refactoring which is required to not even change the behavior of the specification to which
it is applied. Refactorings are also sometimes considered in a co-evolution context [4]. Since they keep the behavior of
specifications, refinement preservation is directly achieved. However, we have also seen that refactorings can be critical
when using inheritance. Refactorings on Object-Z specifications are studied in [32,17,18,33]. The issue of completeness of
refactoring rules is studied in [34].

Finally, the calculation of refinement from a given abstract class, concrete state and retrieve relation is treated in [11].
The purpose of that work is to construct refinements (or refinement chains), not to co-evolve these. However, as we have
seen here, the calculation technique is also well suited for co-evolutions.
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Appendix

In this section we give the missing proofs. The first one is the result in Proposition 5 about evolutions introducing new
operations:

Let A, C be class specifications such that A ⊑ds C is proven by a functional retrieve relation Rwhich is total on A.State.
Let NOp be an operation on A.State ∧ A.State′. Then ⟨(newOp,NOp), (newOp,NOp′)⟩ with

NOp′ = ∃ A.State; A.State′
• (R ∧ NOp ∧ R′)

is an A-C-co-evolution.

Proof. We need to show that for A′
= newOp(A,NOp) and C ′

= newOp(C,NOp′) we get A′
⊑ds C ′. Here, we need to show

applicability and correctness for the newly constructed operation.
Applicability: There are two directions to be shown, namely that given Rwe have preNOp ⇒ preNOp′ and that preNOp′

⇒

preNOp. We start with the latter one.

R ∧ preNOp′

⇔ { definition NOp′
}

R ∧ pre(∃ A.State; A.State′
• (R ∧ NOp ∧ R′))

⇔ { definition pre }

R ∧ ∃ A.State′; Out • ∃ A.State; A.State′
• (R ∧ NOp ∧ R′)

⇔ { simplification of existential quantifiers }

R ∧ ∃ A.State; A.State′; Out • (R ∧ NOp ∧ R′)

⇒ { weakening of conjunction }

∃ A.State′; Out • NOp
⇔ { definition pre }

preNOp
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Reverse direction:

R ∧ preNOp
⇔ { definition pre }

R ∧ ∃ A.State′,Out • NOp
⇒ { R functional and total }

R ∧ ∃ C .State′; A.State′,Out • NOp ∧ R′

⇒ { move R inside and quantify over A.State }

∃ A.State; A.State′; C .State′; out • R ∧ NOp ∧ R′)

⇒ { definition pre }

preNOp′

Correctness:

NOp′
∧ R

⇔ { definition NOp′
}

∃ A.State; A.State′; Out • (R ∧ NOp ∧ R′)

⇒ { weakening conjunction, R functional }
∃ A.State′

• (NOp ∧ R′) ✷

Theorem 1 gave us a result about conjunctively constructing new operations out of existing ones:

Let A, C be classes such that A ⊑ds C , and let R be a retrieve relation separable with respect to variable sets
A.V1, A.V2, C .V1, C .V2. Let l, k be operation indices such that (i) vars(A.Opl) ⊆ A.V1 and vars(A.Opk) ⊆ A.V2, and
(ii) vars(C .Opl) ⊆ C .V1 and vars(C .Opk) ⊆ C .V2.
Then ⟨(opConj, l, k), (opConj, l, k)⟩ is an A-C-co-evolution.

Proof. We have to show that opConj(A, l, k) ⊑ds opConj(C, l, k). The initialisation condition holds by A ⊑ds C . Applicability
and correctness only needs to be shown for the new operations Opn. Key to the proof is the fact that separability allows us
to split both operation preconditions and operation execution into separate parts. Applicability:

R ∧ pre A.Opn
⇔ { definition A.Opn }

R ∧ pre(A.Opl ∧ A.Opk)
⇔ { separability and (i), (ii) }

R ∧ pre A.Opl ∧ pre A.Opk
⇒ { A.Opl ⊑ds C .Opl ∧ A.Opk ⊑ds C .Opk }

pre C .Opl ∧ pre C .Opk
⇔ { separability and (i), (ii) }

pre(C .Opl ∧ C .Opk)

The reverse direction can be shown in a similar way.
Correctness:

R ∧ C .Opn
⇔ { definition C .Opn }

R ∧ C .Opl ∧ C .Opk
⇒ { A.Opl ⊑ds C .Opl ∧ A.Opk ⊑ds C .Opk }

∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opl ∧ ∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opk
⇒ { separability and (i), (ii) }

∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opl ∧ A.Opk
⇒ { definition A.Opn }

∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opn ✷

Finally, the correctness proof for co-evolution opChc (Proposition 7):

The pair ⟨(opChc, l, k), (opChc, l, k)⟩ is a co-evolution.
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Proof. Applicability follows from the fact that pre(Opl[]Opk) = preOpl ∨ preOpk.
Correctness:

R ∧ C .Opn
⇔ { definition C .Opn }

R ∧ (C .Opl[]C .Opk)
⇔ { definition of [] }

R ∧ (C .Opl ∨ C .Opk)
⇔ { de Morgan }

(R ∧ C .Opl) ∨ (R ∧ C .Opk)
⇒ { A ⊑ds C }

(∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opl) ∨ (∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opk)
⇔ { distributivity of ∃ over ∨ }

∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ (A.Opl ∨ A.Opk)
⇔ { definition A.Opn and [] }

∃ A.State′
• R′

∧ A.Opn ✷
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